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Private Equity MVP: Willkie Farr's Gordon Caplan 

By Joshua Alston 

Law360, New York (December 12, 2013, 8:49 PM ET) -- Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP's Gordon Caplan had 
a hand in some of this year's most complex, uniquely structured private equity deals including Hudson's 
Bay Co.'s $2.9 billion merger with Saks Inc., landing him a spot among Law360's 2013 Private Equity 
MVPs. 
 
Caplan chairs Willkie's private equity practice, overseeing a multidisciplinary and often cross-border 
team in private equity transactions ranging from leveraged buyouts to recapitalizations and take-private 
deals. In addition to the Hudson's Bay-Saks deal, Caplan led his team in representing Pearl Therapeutics, 
which AstraZeneca PLC bought in June for $1.15 billion. 
 
AstraZeneca paid $560 million in cash upfront for the venture-backed respiratory-drug maker, and 
pledged up to $590 million more pending the products in Pearl's pipeline hitting certain development, 
regulatory and sales milestones. 
 
The Saks deal, announced in July, sprinted to a close after Hudson's Bay won the iconic department 
store brand with a $2.9 billion offer, then secured financing for Saks' $2.3 billion debt. It was the year's 
second-largest retail deal, only bested by Neiman Marcus Group Ltd.'s $6 billion sale. 
 
Caplan told Law360 that the Hudson's Bay-Saks deal was among his most complex of the year, involving 
a wide array of private equity disciplines. And because Hudson's Bay is based in Canada and Saks in New 
York, the challenge of working across borders made for an especially lively deal. 
 
“The Saks deal was particularly fun because it was a cross-border leveraged acquisition of a global icon 
in, where we did both full equity financing and debt financing for a major retail operating company with 
extraordinarily valuable real estate, as well as a very valuable retail operation,” Caplan said. 
 
Such cross-border deals have become increasingly commonplace, Caplan said, and require deep 
knowledge of the regulatory nuances of each jurisdiction involved the deal. 
 
“When you're dealing with private equity you are, almost by definition, dealing with debt and highly 
structured transactions, so it's not just M&A legal and transactional work, you're also dealing with debt 
and equity financing as well as all of the multitude of cross-jurisdictional corporate and contractual 
issues that come up in every deal,” he said. 
 
Caplan also represented Insight Venture Partners in its $6.9 billion acquisition of BMC Software Inc. as 
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part of a group of private investors, also including Bain Capital and Golden Gate Capital. He also oversaw 
Insight's acquisition of Swiss information technology software firm Kaseya and its $200 million 
investment into AirWatch, a mobile device security company. 
 
Deals like those are among his favorites to work on, Caplan said, because they represent the beginning 
of a long-term relationship in which he gets to continue to grow with the clients as they plot their 
strategic goals. 
 
“Most of the deals I work on involve not just doing the initial deal, but then working with the companies 
going forward and their future endeavors to acquire other companies, build their current product mix, 
refinance the company's current financing and a whole host of other things,” Caplan said. “That's what 
really gets me juiced.” 
 
Caplan said his passion in representing his clients comes from his personal understanding of the needs 
of private-equity backed businesses. 
 
He ran one himself, operating a small real estate company as the bottom was falling out of the real 
estate market in the early 1990s. Caplan ran the business while he attended law school and drew from 
that expertise while writing a law review note about distressed debt trading. 
 
That experience, Caplan said, continues to shape the way he practices today. 
 
“That has greatly impacted the way I practice and the way I look at advising my clients, which is really a 
focus on the business aspect of deal making and asset management — practical, get-it-done, how to get 
through complex issues with a business focus and how to get to a deal.” 
 
--Editing by Andrew Park. 
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